
Pressed Flower Workshop 
 

It is easy to press flowers as long as you follow a few simple rules. 

 

 Always pick flowers and leaves when they are completely dry. The early afternoon is 

the best time. 

 Select only fresh undamaged material. This can be an assortment of different material 

such as flowers, leaves and grasses. 

 Pick small amounts at a time as the sooner you can press your plant material the 

better the end result. 

 The easiest ways to press your plant material is in an old phone directory or use a 

proper flower press if you have one. Which ever you use makes sure it is 100% dry or 

your flowers and leaves will go mouldy. 

 Place the material on a page at the back of the book. Fold over 3cm of pages and 

press another full page and so on until the book is full. 

 Place the book under a heavy weight such as a concrete block or heavy books and 

leave for around a week. Then remove the flowers into another 100% dry book and 

store somewhere warm, dark and dry such as the hot press. 

 After your book or flower press has been used make sure you dry it out completely 

before further use. This is the best way to keep the colour of your flowers. 

 

Tools and equipment 

 

 A rubber based glue such as copydex. This dries quickly but be careful not to get 

it on your clothes. 

 Lolly sticks or a plastic spatula to put the glue onto the plant material 

 Spray glue. This is useful for fixing coloured papers to your card 

 Pencils, rubbers, rulers, scissors, coloured markers and paints and paint brushes 

are all useful.  

 Coloured tissue paper or handmade papers, sequins, glitter stars and hearts, glitter 

dust and pens all add fun to the design. They are not essential. 

 

Gathering of Flowers 

 

At the beginning of the year in Spring the woodland is the first place to visit, where you 

have a choice of bluebells, primroses, celandines, wood anemones to collect.   

Next visit the hedgerows and meadows for all the gorgeous wild flowers such as 

buttercups, daisies, cow parsley and don’t forget the various different grasses. 

Then into the garden for all the bright coloured summer flowering plants such as pansies, 

violas, nemesias, lobelia, rose buds. Try pressing all sorts of different flowers though 

some might not be all that successful.  

Use your pressed plant material to make birthday cards or special celebration cards.  

Try making a picture and then frame it for a special gift. 

Bookmarks and gift cards are simple to make too and make lovely gifts. 

Above all learn the names of all your plant material and enjoy! 

 


